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Section Two 

Lesson Plans 

 Intended 

Audience: 3rd year 

camp counselor 

candidates  

 Lesson Objective: 

Basic camp fire 

safety,  games and 

activities 

 Time: 50 min. 

 Equipment and 

Supplies: No props 

required 

 

 Do Ahead: none 

 

 

  

Campfire Fun and GAMES! 

Masters Level:  

Background: Campfire is one of the many camp memories that campers 

will have for a lifetime.  This lesson helps counselors plan a safe, fun, campfire 

games and activities. 

Discuss campfire safety (see suggested topics below) 

 Visit your campfire site, look for hazards – items that might burn to 

close to the fire, tripping factors (rocks, sticks, holes etc.), a safe setting, 

discuss possible insect issues and any other hazards that might be 

present.  

Discuss other factors involved in campfire programming that need to be 

planned for or prevented. (See suggested topics below) 

 Campfires are often not well lit making it hard to see skits or challenges 

 It can be hard to hear at a campfire 

 In a campfire setting children can easily become excited, afraid, restless 

or confused about what is doing on. 

Activity 1:  Choosing campfire game: Have counselors research possible campfire 

activities (web search or game resource books).  Discuss how these activities may need 

to be adapted to a camp fire setting. 

Play the sample activities below.  Discuss if these activities would work well in a 

campfire setting. 

Around the ring games  

 Play Telephone around the campfire- passing a message all the way around the 

circle.   

 Play Campfire Code- have everyone hold hands and pass a code around the 

circle by squeezing a series of times on the person’s hand.   

 Do a camp fire wave.  Have the wave go all the way around the ring. Then try 

stopping the wave and sending it backwards then forwards, add another wave 

at the same time.   

 Have a rain storm by making rain sounds – sending sounds around the ring.  

(rub hands, then snap fingers, then clap, then stomp, then reverse)  
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 Fun Chant Game- sit in groups, the first group calls out hey (group name) 

let me see your (make up an animal and a descriptive verb – like dancing 

chicken or itchy monkey etc.) The other group then calls back…What did 

you say? The first group repeats the request. Then the second group does a 

demonstration like a chicken dancing or a monkey scratching.  Then second 

group gets to call on another group and the chant is repeated. 

Activity 2:  Story Telling: Discuss story telling.  Everyone loves a good 

campfire story but being a good story teller is an art.  Below is a simple fun, 

interactive way to tell a story.  Have counselors give it a try…you never 

know maybe you will come up with the next best campfire story ever. 

Story Telling – Fortunately and Unfortunately - fill a bag with funny (non-

breakable) objects, plunger, teddy bear, toilet paper etc.  Have someone start 

a story and then pull out an object from the bag which they must incorporate 

into their story.  Once they include the item they pass the item on to someone 

else who must continue the story and then pull an object out of the bag and 

include it into the story ….. keep going until all the objects are removed from 

the bag.   

Example: Jennifer was ready to drive Aunt Jane’s new car. (pull an 

object from the bag) Fortunately she had her trusty plunger.  Pass to 

another story teller, she tied the plunger to the side view mirror and 

climbed in the car (pull an object out) unfortunately there was a bear 

in the trunk. Pass on the bear and continue the story alternate 

between fortunately and unfortunately the person with the last object 

ends the story with a cool twist! 

Prepared By: Tracy Winters, Extension Educator, 4-H Youth 

Development, OSU Extension, Gallia County 


